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Guild Web Site:
http://www.sydneywoodturners.com.au

Issue 116 8th September 2009.
Western Sydney Woodturners
Postal Address: PO Box 4008, Lalor Park, NSW 2147
Twin Gums Retreat Address: Cnr Northcott Rd & Diane Dr, Lalor Park

President Eddie Catford 9837 3311

Vice-president Emanuel Farrugia

Treasurer & Membership Secretary Robert Young

Secretary & Public Officer Wayne Hipwell

Welfare Officer: Graham Murray (0412 913 508)
If you know that any member or their partner is not
well, give Graham a call and he’ll organise a card to be
sent..

Catering Officer: Brian Brooks
The lunches at the Maxidays are always well received
by the members who appreciate Brian’s high stan-
dards.

Library: See Gary Hansell if you would like to know
what is currently available from our library.

Stores, Equipment & Maintenance:
Graham Dawes, Alan Phelps, Mannie Farrugia
and Dave Matthews.

Please let them know if you find any problems with any
of the machinery in the hall.

President’s Message:

Welcome to all members
This month has been very quiet with not a great deal
of activity but as they say it may be the calm before
the storm as September is lining up to be one of the
busiest with Wisteria House, Lynwood House, St
Marys Festival and the Maxi Day with Kay Patton.

Some other activities coming up with further details
later include a demonstration day at Bunnings Bella
vista on Saturday 17th October and a big Club Open
Day on the 5th December.

There is a sub committee formed under the supervi-
sion of Erick Aldinger with Rohan, Brian, Alan Eipper
and Bob Taylor as helpers in organizing. They all
would appreciate any offers of help, suggestions and
assistance now and on the day. Please feel free to
contact them and discuss your interests as there are
some guide lines which have to be adhered to.

As regular members have noticed we have purchased
another lathe which enabled us to upgrade and re-
place one of our older machines, and according to
those who have used it are very impressed with its
performance.

At our last maxi Day we were shown the method of
making Pepper / Salt grinder by the very experienced
Collin Hunter from Hornsby Club. Colin not only made
a grinder in a couple of hours but left a very detailed
step by step instruction sheet behind for our members
who were interested in using his method. We thank
Collin for his demonstration and his presentation a
video copy is available in our library for anyone to use.

Just a reminder to all members we are holding a com-
petition. The only rule is that the item has to be made
from the charity wood we get. There is no restriction
on design or size and judging will take place at the
September Maxi Day by three club members as
judges. The winning item will be displayed in the foyer
cabinet for twelve months. Just a comment on what I
have seen to date certainly shows there is a lot of in-
terest and competiveness out there as the ideas are
defiantly outside the circle and exceptional quality from
both experienced and novice turners. I hope while
there is still time everyone gets involved to make the
decision more difficult for the judges.
Thank you to all those who helped with the special
meeting and to all members who attended.
“Become Masters and turn Master Pieces”

Eddie Catford 9837 3311

Editor:
You can view this newsletter (and all previous
issues) on the Internet, by going to the Guild
site.

Use your browser such as Internet Explorer or
Firefox and type in the address:
http://www.sydneywoodturners.com.au/site/regi
ons/western/info.html

Select the month you wish to see and make
sure you have Adobe Acrobat Reader on your
system.
For easier viewing, you can change the size
and if you like you can make a print copy.

If you would like me to email to you a link to the
site, email a request to my address below and
I’ll add you to the list.

Bill Hartley 98716128
williamhartley@optusnet.com.au
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Western Sydney Woodturners
Programme 2009

Workshops: Every Tuesday from 8.30am, $5
Wednesday from 8.30am $5
Thursday from 8.30am, $5
Friday Night from 7.00pm. $3

Maxidays: Third Sunday every month from 9.30am
There is usually a demonstration by a guest turner
then Show & Tell. Lunch is provided. Cost $6.

Committee Meeting: The committee meeting is held
on the second Tuesday of the month starting at
7.00pm at Twin Gums. All are welcome to attend.

Coming Events:

September 5 th – 9th St Marys Spring Festival

September 13th Linwood House

September 20th Maxiday Kaye Paton

October 18 th Maxiday Bill Shean & John Harris
Hollowing

——————————————————————

For the Brainiacs
These are not trick questions ...they are straight
questions with straight answers

1. Name the one sport in which neither the specta-
tors nor the participants know the score or the
leader until the contest ends.

2. What famous North American landmark is con-
stantly moving backward?

3. Of all vegetables, only two can live to produce on
their own for several growing seasons. All other
vegetables must be replanted every year.
What are the only two perennial vegetables?

4. What fruit has its seeds on the outside?

5. In many liquor stores, you can buy pear brandy,
with a real pear inside the bottle. The pear is whole
and ripe, and the bottle is genuine; it hasn't been
cut in any way.
How did the pear get inside the bottle?

6. Only three words in standard English begin with
the letters 'dw' and they are all common words.
Name two of them.

7. There are 14 punctuation marks in English gram-
mar.
Can you name at least half of them?

8. Name the only vegetable or fruit that is never
sold frozen, canned, processed, cooked, or in any
other form except fresh.

9. Name 6 or more things that you can wear on your
feet beginning with the letter 'S.'

(Answers next month)

——————————————————————

From a member:

We all enjoy the wonderful, fulfilling experiences of
woodturning. From the selection and obtaining that
special and unique piece of wood you have always
desired to the turning of that special item.

Then the presentation at "Show & Tell" where your
peers share your excitement and satisfaction, then
express their amazement at the magnificent piece of
wood that you have obtained.

I, like many of you, try to keep the costs down, by do-
ing as much as possible myself to save those elusive
dollars, in particular saving by getting the timber direct
from the forest.

I am very disappointed that I will not be able to get
along to our meetings for a while. I have got a bit of
work to do after my last "Forest Trip".

Attached please find a photograph taken during my
last trip. I think it is self-explanatory.

Regards,
The Once Happy Turner
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Show & Tell 19th August

Erich Aldinger
Sting Ray bowl
Tiger myrtle & bone

Erich Aldinger
Burl bowl with pewter
Finish: Epi-Glass

Erich Aldinger
Toddler Clagger Roller

Erich Aldinger
Diadora Vase
Finish: 7008

Erich Aldinger
Silky Oak Bowl
Finish: Epi-Glass

John Malssiak
Red Ash & Pine
Finish: 7008

Graham Murray
Huon Pine lidded bowl
Finish: Friction Polish

Anna Dawes
Burl bowl

Graham Murray
Eucalyptus Burl bowl
Finish: Friction Polish

Anna Dawes
Burl bowl

Allan Phelps
Pedestal bowl; Pacific maple
Stain, filled, Estapol satin

Allan Phelps
Three bowls
Salvaged and re-finished

Dom Vaticana
European Beech Tray
Finish: Estapol

Dom Vaticana
Bowl
Camphor Laurel

Dom Vaticana
Bowl
Jacaranda

George Wells
Decorated Cake Stand
Pinus Magnifica

Graham Dawes
Jacaranda Pepper Mill
Finish: Estapol

Hans Freke
Laminated bowl
Cypress Pine; varnish

George Wells
Decorated Cake Stand
Pinus Magnifica

Show & Tell Table
A good variety for display
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Maxiday 19th August
Colin Hunter’s Pepper Mill

Another informative Maxiday was presented to our lucky members
who attended on Sunday 16th Sept.
Colin Hunter from the Hornsby Club was kind enough to show us
step by step his method of tackling the quite challenging task of
making a Pepper Mill.
Colin started from scratch, i.e. a blank of lovely camphor, and then
literally followed the steps as outlined in his handout as below. One
main feature or rather different approach to turning a Salt or Pepper
Mill , that I noticed, was the fact Colin turns his Body and Knob
separately. This method has the advantage that it allows the throat
of the body to be opened like a funnel for easier filling.

Colin finished the body with EEE and Ubeaut Shellawax , which
gave the camphor body a lovely sheen. Time for lunch before the
knob was started and I threw a challenge to Colin, namely to finish
the knob with a paste and friction polish made by our own Allan
Phelps and sold in our store for a lot less than the EEE and Ubeaut
Shellawax .

Fortified by the sumptuous lunch Brian served once again, Colin
knocked over the knob in no time at all and took up the cha llenge
and finished the top with Alan’s magic polish to a fi nish , equal if not
better than the body finish!
I understand that Colin has the Phelps potion in his bag now (do-
nated I must say).

The finished Pepper Mill had the professional look about it one
would expect of a turner of Colin’s skill level. One would have never
guessed that it was Collin’s first Demo outside his Club. Thanks
again Mr. Hunter.

Erich Aldinger

Key Points : Takes about 2 hours
305mm high; 60-65mm diameter
Uses Danish pepper or salt mechanism
5 setups. No reliance on jam chucks or mandrels

Equipment:
Scroll chuck with extended jaws
38mm and 47mm Forstner bits and Jacobs chuck with MT2
53/64 inch (21mm) twist drill with MT2
Roughing gouge; detail gouge; skew chisel; parting tool
Sandpaper 180, 240, 320; block wax; liquid polish
Note: For salt mill, use nylon, plastic or ceramic, NOT metal.

Setup A — Blank
1. Mount your blank between centres
2. turn to a cylinder 320mm long x 70mm diameter (approx) and

square the ends
3. mark out the body 235mm long from base (usually the head-

stock end)
4. allow parting off waste between body and knob, to suit the size

of your parting off tool
5. mark out the knob including 5mm for the spigot, 10mm bead

and 60mm ball

6. cut a chuck spigot in the waste at top of the knob
7. cut a large diameter chuck spigot at top of body, making sure

that the spigot is bigger than the diameter of the bead you want
to create there later

8. part off or bandsaw through waste between body and knob

Setup B — The Body
1. grip the body in the scroll chuck using the temporary spigot on

the top
2. use the tailstock in the centre mark in the base to line it up

properly
3. mount the 47mm Forstner bit in a Jacobs chuck in the tailstock

and bore 8 to 10mm deep into the base. This recess becomes
the gripping point for the next setup.

4. with the long point of the Skew, slightly undercut the recess to
ensure a better grip for the scroll chuck jaws

5. mount the twist drill in the tailstock and bore as far as possible
into the body

6. with the long point of the Skew, ease the bore at the bottom to
fit the neck of the mill mechanism (about 23mm diameter)

7. keep the surfaces and corners in the recess straight and sharp
8. sand inside the recess, write your name, date and the type of

wood inside the recess, and finish with some stick or block wax

Setup C — Finishing the Body
1. turn the body around and grip it with the scroll chuck in expan-

sion mode in the base recess
2. check for true at the top end
3. mount the 38mm Forstner bit in the tailstock and bore 5mm to

6mm deep into the top of the body
4. mount the twist drill into the tailstock and bore the centre hole

right through
5. taper the neck of the centre bore slightly (for appearance,

makes it easier to pour in the pepper corns, and helps locate
the live centre while you turn the outside)

6. lightly sand inside the top of the bore and the recess - make
sure you keep the recess square, and finish with some stick or
block wax

7. bring the tailstock live centre into the tapered end of the bore
8. turn the outside shape to your preferred design
9. sand to 320 grit
10. finish with Ubeaut EEE and liquid Shellawax
11. dismount the body from the lathe and set aside

Setup D — The Knob
1. mount the knob in the scroll chuck using the temporary spigot

previously cut on the top
2. turn a square spigot to be a smooth rattle-free fit in the recess

in the top of the body, and 4 to 5mm long
3. slightly undercut the spigot where it meets the body of the ball

(this becomes the gripping point for the next setup)
4. cut a recess 21mm diameter x 3mm deep for the mill mecha-

nism drive plate (for appearance)
5. turn a bead to match the one on the top of the body
6. turn the lower half of the ball
7. bore right through the ball with 6mm twist drill
8. sand and finish the spigot and bead area

Setup E — Finishing the Knob
1. mount the knob in the scroll chuck using the spigot in its base
2. turn the ball to a satisfactory shape and a finished length of

70mm from the base of the bead (ie the contact face with the
mill body)

3. sand and finish

Final Setup — Fitting the Mechanism
1. install the drive plate into the base of the knob
2. •test-assemble the rest of the mill mechanism into the finished

body and knob, and check for looseness between the body and
knob.

3. if it is necessary to shorten the spindle by 1mm or so, lightly
grind the threaded end on a grinding wheel or sanding disk

4. if it is necessary to take a lot more off the spindle, cut the sur-
plus from the bottom of the spindle (the stamped end) and
hammer a new off-set on that end

5. check for length again and fine-adjust as required
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Arrow Through a Bottle

If you search for “arrow through bottle” with a program such
as Google, you will find many references mostly by people
wanting to know the secret of making the arrow, putting holes
through the bottle, then getting the arrow through the holes
without cutting it into pieces. Note that the arrow is a solid
piece of timber with no joins, and the holes in the bottle are
approximately the same diameter as the arrow shaft.

This is a typical hit from one of the online forums:
“I've just begun my search for the solution to the "arrow
through Coke bottle" or "impossible bottle". I remember
first seeing it when I was a child. I want to know how to
make one. I think drilling the holes through the side of
the bottle would not present too much of a problem with
proper glass drill bits, a good drill press, and vice.”

Most of the Google entries are enquiries seeking the solution to this puzzle.

Peter Bland has obviously discovered the secret as he has made a couple of examples as you can see in the photos,
but he’s not spoiling things by letting the secret out.

If you want to make an arrow through a bottle, or a William Tell arrow through an apple, do your own research and
find the secret.

It’s a fun project and Pete has already been approached by a potential customer wanting one for his bar. Sure would
make a good talking point!
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Grand Kids

Most members have some grand kids
Some have just one or two
While others seem to have a soccer side
Some we see quite often
And some just not at all
And some of us will have our patience tried

Grand children --- we have seven
The youngest just three weeks
The oldest now is nineteen years of age
And many ages in between
Such differences with each
And the writing isn’t finished on this
page

There’s something quite amazing
About these little tykes
Because our own are somewhat fully grown
These fascinate our senses
With their clever little ways
It seems we did not have this with our own

Astounding though it seems to me
By the age of two or three
They quickly learn to speak their mother
tongue
And in bi-lingual families
They’ll often learn them both
I wish I had the brain power of the young

There is a major difference
Between the boys and girls
You notice it in every tiny way
And see the female side
In such a tiny little girl
Different even in the way they play

You’ll have them to yourself
For an eight or nine hour day
Or sometimes even have them overnight
That’s when you’ll go to tuck them in
And see them sound asleep
And marvel at the beauty of this mite

As they’re growing older
And defiance shows its head
Your patience tends to now give up the
ghost
And smacking is forbidden
So you’re left with one device
You take away the thing they want the most

The thing I notice most of all
Is how time slips away
When caring for and watching
them at play
It’s feeding them and changing
them
And helping build their blocks

And suddenly away goes one whole day

I hear some tales from others
Of helpers in the yard
But payment is expected just the same
So this is when you find out
Their math is up to scratch
In a few more years they’ll put us all to

shame

Now if they live at your house
That’s a different thing again
For this might be a blessing or it’s not
Your life style will be altered
Your routine shot to bits
So you often wonder how you lost the plot

But one thing comes through clearly
It’s very plain to see
You wouldn’t have it any other way
You’d miss the little devils
And pine to see their face
And miss their giggling laughter as they
play

by Neil Guthrie

STORE ITEMS FOR SALE

Shirts (polo) $20
Club badges $5.00
Pen Kits $3.00 and up
Pen Kit Bushes $5.00
Pen Boxes $0.75 and up
Letter openers $4
Pepper Grinders $8.50
Salt Grinders $8.50
Wood (various) $3.00 and up
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